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INTRODUCTION

BunnyVerse (BNV) is more than just a meme. It is an ERC 20 
token with the actual utility connected to it. The BunnyVerse 
team has the ambition to create its own ecosystem. Our 
ecosystem will work hard to deliver the best product out in 
crypto, web3 and metaverse space. 

The BunnyVerse will be a platform and launchpad for newly 
developed and released games targeting sophisticated gaming 
audiences. 

The BunnyVerse Token [$BNV] is the organizing token for the 
platform. It is the fuel for the entire ecosystem. By holding this 
token, the holders will get access to the presale for upcoming 
projects. The token is currently available on ShibaSwap.com and 
UniSwap.com
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VISION
Our vision is to create a trusted Gaming platform. As we grow 
our network, there will be more beautiful games coming and pro-
posals for running games on our platform, and there will be more 
trust in our network from all of our game players. All games will 
be verified and maintained by our auditing team to ensure 
rug-free crypto assets to all investors.

The BunnyVerse is designed for the best metaverse gaming ex-
perience possible. The platform will provide a truly decentralized 
gaming blockchain as a service with decentralized technologies 
and MINIMAL transaction fees.

Additional resources and platforms will be added over time.

* NFT Marketplace [SuperKluster] 

* DAO [Shiba Inu’s doggy DAO] 

* Additional Bunnyverse games 

* New games from outside developers
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BUNNYVERSE
3D GAME

To introduce users to the platform and to 
familiarize them to the story of the 
Leporiads (the rabbit-folk who created the 
BunnyVerse), “PREQUEL/prototype” of the 
main simulation will be made available first. 
A mobile, birds-eye-view strategy game 
tells the story of The Battle of Sarnas. 
Players must destroy the Sarnassian Towers 
that are threatening the Wizard King’s 
empire. 
The “prequel/prototype” game will be built 
using the Avalanche Network prior to the 
full game’s integration with the Voxel X 
Network. Prototype game play will utilize 
the AVAX token to minimize transaction 
fees

GamePlay Battle Arena

Early Character Sketches
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The Search for Warren simulations in the 
Bunnyverse are immersive role-player-games. 
Each season (released over time) takes users 
through various challenges and missions. 
Season One begins after the Battle of Sarnas 
(prequel) where the Leporiads are banished 
by the Wizard King and must find their way 
back to their Warren (home) The 
simulations/game will utilize Voxel X 
Network’s Blockchain to deliver responsive 
game play with low transaction fees.

[SEASON ONE]

for illustration purposes only, game design may differ

Character log book

wizard king castle Environment

THE SEARCH FOR 
WARREN 

METAVERSE GAME
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A generative art PFP project enabling $BNV holders to mint a 
The Search for Warren NFT prior to the full game launching.
 

* Each NFT has distinct characteristics algorithmically 
created as users mint their PFP. (Rare, Semi-Rare and 
Common) 

* PFPs will impact a holder’s status and/or character in 
the BunnyVerse

* The PFP NFTs will be composable, increasing in rarity 
as the holder plays the game, accomplishes tasks and 
earns new assets. 

* NFTs will be tradeable/sellable within the SU-
PERKLUSTER NFT Marketplace. 

* NFTs will be transferable within the Bunnyverse. As 
new games and world’s are added to the platform, 
PFP’s status/characteristics can be utilized platform 
wide.

PFP Characteristics

* Background Color 

* Background Image 

* Rank (earrings) 

* Hairstyle 

* Clothing 

* Wisdom Level 

* Face Paint 

* Fur Color

PFP NFT PROJECT
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ROADMAP 2022

SECOND QUARTER
-TSFW Prequel Beta Launch 
[Stakeholder Testing]

-TSFW Prequel Public launch

-TSFW Generative PFP NFT launch 
[SuperKluster]

-Continue marketing & PR

-TSFW Metaverse:

 -storyboarding, modeling & 
 design complete
-Begin physics and mechanics 
 development

-BNV Holder Target = 10,000

FOURTH QUARTER 
- TSFW Metaverse

-Physics & Mechanics 
 complete
-Rendering
-Testing
-Game patching & balancing

-TSFW Metaverse Launch

-Media event

-Shiba Doggy DAO Integration 
complete

-BNV Holder Target = 30,000

FIRST QUARTER
- Announce Shiba Swap + Voxel X 
GameFi & Metaverse Partnership

-Establish new marketing 
channels,PR

-Bunnyverse Video White Paper 
reveal

-The Search for Warren (TSFW) 
Metaverse Game Reveal

-Development of TSFW 
Birds-eye-view strategy game 
[prototype/Prequel]

-Storyboarding of TSFW Metaverse 
RPG game

-Integration with Voxel X 
Blockchain begins

THIRD QUARTER
-TSFW Metaverse

-Audio & VFX 
-design commences

-Reward system and leaderboards 
completed

-TSFW Metaverse launch date 
announce

-Marketing & PR increase around 
launch date announce

-Begin Shiba Doggy DAO 
integration [pending Shiba release 
schedule]

-BNV Holder Target = 20,000
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TOKENOMICS

Supply 1 Trillion

1%

5%

5%

12%

Max wallet

Burn Supply

Buy fee

Sell Fee

Liquidity Locked: 2 Years
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DISCLAIMER

The information on this whitepaper can be changed or updated 
and should not be considered as commitment. This document is 
just for informational purposes and not considered as financial 
advice. Always do your due diligence before investing in any 
project and do not trade or invest in the projects by just looking 
at the whitepaper. 

All the information here has been prepared on the basis of 
sources we believe to be accurate. All the charts and graphs 
related to this project should not be considered for the invest-
ment decisions as they are for informational purposes only. 

Always double check you are in the official group and update 
your Telegram settings to only allow DMs and group invitations 
from known contacts. Always trade your tokens at your own 
risk. You will get all the details of the official links in this white-
paper. 
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OFFICIAL LINKS 

t.me/officialBunnyVerseTG

https://twitter.com/BunnyVerse_1

www.tiktok.com/@bunnyverseofficial

https://discord.gg/pjMQEhY5At

https://m.facebook.com/bunnytokenofficial

https://www.reddit.com/r/BUNNYVERSE

www.bunny-verse.com


